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Information from the Austrian delegation 
  

Delegations will find attached a note from the Austrian delegation to the Council on the outcome of 

the "Friends of Industry Ministerial meeting 2019" with a view to the meeting of the 

Competitiveness Council on 28 November 2019. 
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“Friends of Industry Ministerial 2019” 

Information note 

 

The Friends of Industry are a like-minded group of EU Member States that meets once a year for an 

informal discussion on the most pressing issues with regard to industrial policy. The group is 

inclusive and open to all EU Member States interested in industrial policy. 

Austria had the honour to welcome more than 60 participants from 25 Member States in Vienna, as 

well as representatives from several interest groups. Under the motto Strategic Industrial Value 

Chains in Transformation, the 7th FOI Ministerial meeting focused on issues of particular 

importance to industry today such as the transformation towards a digital economy, the 

opportunities and challenges of climate neutrality and unfair global competition. 

Following a keynote speech by Professor Sepp Hochreiter on applied machine learning and a 

fruitful exchange on the necessary requirements to establish Europe as one of the front runners for 

applied A.I. technology, participants divided into three breakout groups, for an informal discussion 

on pressing issues facing industries in Europe today. 

The outcome document (see Annex) of the ministerial meeting – the Vienna Declaration – was 

ultimately supported by 17 Member States. 

 

The Vienna Declaration 

The Joint Declaration aims at identifying areas and phenomena that in the future will shape the path 

of European Industry. With regard to these changes, it aims at proposing Key Action Items that can 

help address the issues at hand and should be incorporated into a new European Industrial Strategy. 
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Digitalisation is at the heart of the fourth industrial revolution and therefore features prominently in 

this declaration. We need to prioritise the right measures now to ensure our businesses can flourish 

in this new environment and remain competitive vis á vis the rest of the world. The focus in this 

regard must be twofold: On the one hand we need to ensure the right conditions, such as the 

necessary infrastructure and the right regulatory framework, to provide our companies with the 

security and confidence to succeed. On the other hand we must try and foster innovation by 

securing sufficient funding for innovative entrepreneurs and by encouraging closer cooperation 

between research and industries. Prominent attention must be put on the needs of SMEs in this 

regard. 

Industrial Competitiveness has to be strengthened, as industry is one of the biggest guarantors for 

employment and economic growth in Europe. It is therefore vital to invest in ensuring its long-term 

competitiveness and develop the appropriate framework – a common European Industrial Strategy – 

that will allow companies to benefit from these transformative changes. At the same time, we must 

ensure that the EU’s strong competition policy keeps up with new technological and global market 

challenges, such as developments in the digital economy, the need to foster sustainability, and the 

increased threat of unfair competition. With regard to the last point, the European Commission 

should investigate whether adaptations to the state aid and competition framework could help to 

ensure a level playing field, by preventing unfair advantages to companies from third countries and 

predatory acquisitions. 

Decarbonisation, in order to address the effects of climate change and the increasing depletion of 

resources, represents a special challenge for European producers. We must therefore support our 

industry in harvesting the opportunities of this transformative process. The coming European Green 

Deal must put a special emphasis on encouraging the increased exchange between separate policy 

fields to allow for the development of measures and targets that our industry will be capable of 

delivering. Additionally, we need to ensure that our industry remains competitive at the global level 

addressing the issues of potential carbon and investment leakage. 
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Globalisation and increasingly interconnected markets have seen the emergence of new economic 

key players, which often rival their European counterparts. A strong and stable multilateral system 

with the WTO at its core is key to ensure a level playing field, resolve trade disputes and decrease 

isolationism. While the multilateral level is key to prevent unfair trade practices, we must also 

ensure that we use our trade defence instruments to safeguard our industries from unfair global 

competition. Additionally we must review internally our competition and state aid law frameworks 

to ensure they are able to cope with the challenges of global competition and digitisation.  

The joint statement aims to represent the various opinions across the European Union regarding 

these future issues and can hopefully act as an important impetus to the upcoming European 

Commission while drafting the future EU Industrial Strategy. 
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